PUBLICATIONS

Books

于颖著，《远程消费者保护机制研究》, 法律出版社 2013


Articles


English Introduction:
http://www.fljs.org/content/proposals-head-fljs-consumer-rights-programme-endorsed-supreme-court-china

● Consumer Protection as the “Open Sesame” that allows Alibaba to crush the Forty Thieves, (in English), with M. Shen, Oxford Journal of Antitrust Enforcement, Oxford, May 2015
http://antitrust.oxfordjournals.org/content/early/2015/06/15/jaenfo.jnv015.full

http://www.fljs.org/content/alibaba-and-threat-chinas-banking-sector

http://www.fljs.org/content/break-china%E2%80%99s-smog-will-environmental-concerns-help-deliver-consumer-rights-china

http://www.fljs.org/content/cdr-mechanism-consumer-dispute-resolution

http://www.fljs.org/content/status-public-and-private-enforcement-law-eu-innovation-and-transformation


• The Rise of National Protection Rules to Cross-Border Consumer Contracts in China and in Brazil: Do Universal or Regional Private International Law Instruments have a Future outside Economic Integration Process? (in English), in IPRax (Germany), with C. L. Marques, forthcoming, 25 pages.


第三方支付之定性：试论托付法律关系，载《法律适用》2012 第 6 期


Book Chapters

• Consumer ADR, with Christopher Hodges, in Huiling Jiang ed., Reform on Dispute Resolution (the Supreme Court Press, China, forthcoming 2015).

• European Reform on Consumer Redress, with Christopher Hodges, in Huiling Jiang ed., Reform on Dispute Resolution (the Supreme Court Press, China, forthcoming 2015).


• The Evolution of Consumer Rights in International Law - a global perspective, (in English) in Y. Yu and others eds., Justice of Consumer Rights, (Wuhan University Press, 2013)

• Distance Consumer Protection in China, (in English) in Y. Yu and others eds., Justice of Consumer Rights, (Wuhan University Press, 2013)


Conference Presentations and Papers

• Lex Merctoria in E-commerce?, Presentation paper of CSLS seminar, Oxford, Feb 2015

• What Alibaba Story tells us?, Conference paper of EU Conference on CDR(Consumer Dispute Resolution), Oxford, Oct 2014

• Drafting ODR Legislation in China, Consultant report to SAIC (The State Administration for Industry & Commerce of the People’s Republic of China), July 2014

• How Consumer CDR (ADR/ODR) Can Work in China: the EU-China Comparative Perspective, Conference paper of EU-China Consumer Protection Seminar, June 2014

• The Revision of the UN Guidelines on Consumer Protection, Conference paper of International Law Association (ILA) 76th Biennial Conference, Washington, USA, April 2014

• The First Amendment of China Consumer Protection Law, Conference paper of International Law Association (ILA) 76th Biennial Conference, Washington, USA, April 2014


• Comments on the UN guidelines for consumer protection with particular focus on Financial Services, E-
Research of Ying Yu


- Comparative Study on Distance Consumer Protection, Conference presentation paper of National Conference of Legal Postdoctoral Researcher, Beijing, Sep 2012.

- Comparative Study on Consumer Dispute Resolution, Conference presentation paper of Year Conference of China Private International Law, Dalian, Sep 2012.


- Dilemma and Reform of Consumer Redress Mechanism in China (in English), conference presentation of Summer School of Consumer Law at UQAM, Montreal, July, 2011

